METRICAL FRAGMENTS IN III MACCABEES.

BY j. RENDEL HARRIS, M.A., LITT.D.,

ETC.

N the fifth chapter of the Third Book oj M accabees, where the
story, more or less apocryphal, is told of the attempts made by
Ptolemy Philopator to destroy the Egyptian Jews in the Hippodrome at Alexandria, and of the various Divine interpositions by which
their fate is averted, the religious novelist comes to the point where the
tyrant, filled with rage, begins to threaten his unfortunate underlings.
He is especially mad with Hermon, the keeper of his elephants, who
had been ordered to intoxicate the beasts with wine and frankincense,
and then turn them on the unfortunate Jews that they might be
trampled to death. The plan had miscarried in various ways through
miraculous intervention ; amongst other things, the tyrant overslept
himself, and lost the memory of what he had ordered : and in the end
a Dioscuric epiphany, similar to what occurred in the Second Book oj..
Maccabees, in the story of Heliodorus, relieved the strain on the Jews
by turning the elephants on the persecutors.
The language in which the tyrant addresses the unfortunate elephantarch is given as follows in the text of Swete' s Septuagint : -

I

30

to

S€ brl. 'TOL') prJflf.'iaw 1TAYJpW8ft') /3ap€t x6A.<t'
Sia To TTEpt TouTwv TTpovo{'f 0rnv 8mrKESauBai
TTaV· aVTOV VOYJµa, evanvf.ua') µf'Ta aTTuA1j') fi1Ttv.
31 i;.Ouot yovft') TTap1juav ~ 1TatSwv y6vot, n]vSf
BYJp<rl. v ayptot') fUKfvauav SmptA.1j Bo'ivav
avrl. TWV avfyKAl}Twv, f.µ ol. Ka t 7rpoyovot') f.µ ot')
aTToSe8uyµ{vwv oA.ouxfp1j {3{{3aiav TTt<rnv
e~oxwr:; 'IovSa{wv.

It need hardly be said that this is untranslatable Greek and an
impossible text. Swete prints from the Alexandrian MS., because
this was the only uncial MS. available in facsimile, and gives notes
from the Codex V enetus, which is equally an uncial (though the dxford editors, Holmes and Parsons, did not know it to be such) and a
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far better text. It is quite clear that a new edition of this and other
Maccabee texts will have to be produced. Even with the substitution
or assistance of the Codex V enetus, the text is not as good as can be
obtained from the cursive MSS., and we have often a better text in
Holmes and Parsons than in Swete. So we are not yet very far on
in the determination of the text of the LXX. Let us, then, examine
the text as printed by Swete, and see. if we can throw any light upon
it. The difficulty of translation begins with the speech of the tyrant :
against this I had noted that the first words were an iambic trimeter,
and this is also observed by Emmet in Charles, Apocrypha and
Pseudepigrapha, as follows: "The first part of the verse (v. 31) is
an iambic, apparently ·an unidentified quotation from a poet " : we
must not, however, edit the line in the form given above, but as m
Holmes and Parsons,

Ei CTOL yove'i~ rrap~CTav ~ rra[Swv yovot (I. yova{)
and then, with the same authorities, making one small correction
(ECTKEVaCT' clv for fry-Kevaaav av), we may continue the narration

njvSe [or TOvCTSe] 871pCTLV aypfot() ECTKeVaCT' av SmptAij
Ool.vav aVTL TWV aveyKA.,,TWV.
I.e. "If parents or family of yours had been here, I would have
made this (or those} into a luxurious banquet for wild beasts, instead
of the innocent Jews."
But here a difficulty arises : the elephants were not going to eat the
Jews, as if they were lions" meat or leopards'; they would, at the
worst, trample them to death. So the suggestion arises as to whether
the quotation from the unknown poet may not have gone further. The
speech of the tyrant is certainly very rhythmic, and if he was talking
prose, he was not aware of the fact. He very seldom talks ordinary
prose, though he manages to present it in official documents. Let us
see whether the speech of Ptolemy Philopator can be brought into
verse form, without serious alteration of the text. Our first attempt
to find the line divisions results as follows :-

EL' CTOL

yo vEt() rrap~aav

t,

rraiSwv yovot,
TrjvSe 817pa'i.v ciypfo1s E<TKEvaa' av
.tlm/11..A~ 8oiv71v aVTl TWV avey:<ArJTWV,
, Eµ.ol. rrpoyo1·01s T' €µ. ot() a:rroSeSetyµ.lvwv,
'OA.ocrxep~ /3e/3aiav 'TitCTnv itoxw~
'IovSatCJJv ·
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It will require a very modest array of changes to make this metrical.

It is evident that we are dealing with a genuine tragic fragment,
capable of restoration with more or less of exactness. We will leave
the final form of the restored passage to a later point in the argument.
We now proceed to inquire (i) whether it is possible to identify
the author or the work from whom the Hellenistic author of the Third
Bock of 111aceabees has pilfered ; (ii) whether there are any other
metrical fragments in the rest of the book.
We begin with a tentative solution of the first of these points.
What we have before us is a genuine piece of Greek verse, the
language of a tyrant put into the mouth of a tyrant : is it possible to
identify the speaker ?
The author of Third 111accabees qefinitely compares Ptolemy
Philopator to Phalaris, the monster of the ancient world, whom Cicero,
describes as crudelissimus omnium 7) ramzorum, e.g . v. 20:
"The King with a rage more fierce than Phalari's said that (the
Jews) might thank his sleep for their day's respite".
v. 42. "On this day the King, a Phalaris in all respects, was
filled with madness, etc."
We notice that our assumed verses (v. 31) come between the two
refere1ues to Phalarzs, and the suggestion arises that they may be
taken from some Greek poem, of which Phalaris is the central figure.
The argument would hold, if our restoration of all the verses except
the first should be deemed unsatisfactory : the opening verse by itself
would put in a claim not only for a tragic origin, but for an origin in a
play where Phalaris w~s a leading figure.
Leaving this point with its proper indication of uncertainty, let us
see if we can get any further support for our thesis. We are assuming the existence of a Greek play in which Phalaris is the leading
figure, but of which we do not appear to have any notice in the Greek
literature. Our only Phalaris literature is the fictitious correspondence
which Bentley made himself immortal in analysing, and the supposed
speeches of the tyrant in Lucian. It is precisely from this apocryphal literature that we learn of the existence of tragedies in which
Phalaris figures. It is true that they are made out to be contemporary
attacks on Phalaris, and Bentley has shown that such tragedies could
not have existed at that time of day, and that the correspondence
itself is the artificial product of the Hellenistic age : but the references
1
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are at least sufficient to prove the existence of Greek tragedy in which
Phalaris figures.
For example, in Ep. 63 addressed to Aristolochus, we have the
following allusions to tragedy of the order indicated above: I quote
for convenience from Francklin's translation (a very free and easy
rendering, which will, however, serve our purpose}:" If, because I freely pardoned Stesichorus, whom I had taken
p1isoner, ; ou. think that you may safely wn~e tragedies against me,
believing I must of course treat all poets with the same lenity, you are
greatly mistaken ; for I do by no· means admire all poets, but good
ones only : nor forgive all enemies, but (only} the most brave and
honourable : whilst you, who are both a vile poet and a contemptible
enemy, would most impudently set yourself on a level with Stesichorus
in parts and courage. But you shall quickly discern the difference ;
not becazese J'Ozt have aspersed me in your verses (for I were the
lowest of mankind if such trash could any ways affect me}, but for
daring to think yourself of the same honour and regard as Stesichorus."
The translation is, as we said, a very free one ; the '' trash " referred
to is in the original 8paµ.arn. I
Here the false epistle is an expansion of the theme which tradition
furnished, that Phalaris the tyrant forgave Stesichorus who had written
verses against him. According to the author of the Epistles, Aristolochus as well as Stesichorus had been guilty of anti-Phalaris tragedies.
Tragedy against Phalaris is assumed as a theme by the epistolographer.
The same thing occurs again in Ep. 97, as follows :1

To Lvs1Nus.
"Will there never, then, 0 Lysinus, be an end to thy rashness?
0 thou most foolish of men ; at thirty years of age to have no more
regard to thyself than thus to provoke an enemy so much thy superior ;
still continuing to write tragedies ( E1T''YJ Kal. rpay<tJ8{ar;;) against
me, as if such things could give me the least uneasiness I But take
heed to thyself of an end more cruel than any tragedy thou couldst
ever invent."
Here again the existence of tragedy in which Phalaris is the central
figure is assumed ; we may add the name of Lysinus to those of Aristolochus and Stesichonis.
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The author of the Epistles of Phalaris is then in evidence for the
existence of anti-Phalaris tragedies. They are constantly used as
motives in his somewhat jejune compositions.
Let us, then, assume that the author of /// Af accabees had access
to such a tragedy, and borrowed from it. Can we find out anything
more about the contents ? If we look more closely at the text of the
fifth chapter of /// Maccabees, we shall see in the critical apparatus
an extraordinary expansion on the part of one of the cursive MSS.
{No. 64) at the end of the twenty-ninth verse. It runs as follows :"While King Ptolemy was now recognising, under the influence
of the sting of Divine Providence, that he ought to pity the Jewish
nation, and was eager for the future to release them, and was counselled thereto by the marvels which had occurred in their case, the
company of his friends and princes were displeased and took it very
ill. And one of the most honourable among them, named Hermon,
who was also a foster-brother (<rvvrp0<po~) of the King, ventured to
say:. Did you not, 0 King, make the plot against them from the first
in these particulars ? Take and read what you formerly wrote about
them. For, with a wise foresight against their becoming naturally
hostile behind our backs through their agreement with our adversaries,
on that account you made at the first those decrees which you do not
now recognise, and which you seek to subvert. By no means, 0
King : but let us carry out the vote which was so well brought forward against them, and by bringing on the elephants let us fulfil the
intention (7rpo(h<riv) which you had formed against them from the
first."
It is usual to discard all of this as a scribe's gloss, and certainly it
presents, at first glance, a good deal of difficulty. ' A new Hermon is
introduced, apparently not the keeper of the elephants, but a fosterbrother and intimate friend of the King. We have already had many
references to Hermon in the previous chapter, and now we are told of
some one, Hermon was his name, who gives the King very frank advice
and further encouragement in the persecution of the Jews. It looks as
if his name ought not to be Hermon at all. But then, at the close of
his speech, he says, " Let us bring on the elephants " ; which looks as if
it were the very same Hermon. In that case, in spite of the statement
that Hermon was the name of the speaker, the story ought to be
genume. Its omission is easily accounted for : the sentence just before
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had ended with the word 1TpofJww ; the sentence which Cod. 64
adds ends with the same word. Then it might easily happen that
the added matter was dropped by an error of the eye.
But here is another extraordinary bit of evidence in favour of the
restoration of the missing matter; Hermon is here said to be a fosterbrother of the King. If we look a little further forward in the text we
find that in v. 32 the King says that "if it had not been that I love you
as my foster-brother (Sc.a T~VT~~ uuvTpo</>E[a~ uTopyl]v), and because
of the exigencies of the situation, you should have paid for this speech
with your life" (reading uuvTpo</>E[a~ for uvuTpo<f>Ela~ of the Alexandrian MS.).
Here the explanation is required that Hermon was foster-brother
of the King, and we see why it occurs as a statement three verses
earlier. Shall we not then be justified, for the reasons set forth, in regarding the expansion of the cursive MS. No. 64 as a part of the true
text ? It illuminates and clears the context, and its omission is palreographically explicable. We shall still be in difficulty with the duality
of Hermon. Why should the keeper of the elephants in the first part
of the story become the King's foster-brother at the end of it, and
almost his prime minister? There is not, however, a single person
mentioned in the story among the royal party except Hermon. The
explanation probably lies in the sources which 111 M accabees is using :
the elephants are certainly not a part of the tragedy on which he was
working ; he has lugged them in by their broad ears, and set Hermon,
who was in the tragedy, to look after them. Later on he wanted
Hermon for another purpose, the modification of the King's rage, and
the transfer of responsibility from his heavily weighted shoulders : the
theme is constant in the Phalaris literature. Probably, then, Hermon
was in the original tragedy, and figured there as the foster-brother and
evil-counsellor of the tyrant.
We have now gone quite far enough into the field of conjecture,
and had better return to our text and see if we can pick up any
more iambics from the missing tragedy or from Greek literature elsewhere. In this quest I shall have the assistance of my friends T. R.
Glover and A. B. Cook. They know a piece of a trimeter when
they see it. When we read the composition with our eyes open to
the possibility of extracts and refrains from Greek tragedy, we find to
our surprise a multitude of expressions which appear to be metrical
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in form and the product of metrical necessity. ·Suppose we turn to
the fourth chapter: we stumble almost at once on such sequences
or possible restorations as

IV. 4.
:::: - a871Aov TOV {3iov KaTauTpo<fnjv,
- - - T~V 8vua8Awv efarrouTOArJV,

IV. 6.
,
'
'
'
(.},
,
ai.c 0~, apn
yaµLKTJV
1Tpot;
fJWV
KOLVWVLaV
v1TeA71"A.v8v'iai. 1TauTCi8ai; veav{8ei;,
, ' 1. µeT€fJal\OV
'(.} \ avn
, ' T€p't'ewi;
, ·'·
,
roi.KTpovi;
yoovi;.
KOVH 8€ r1TAOKaµovi;] µvpo/3pexe'ii; 1T€<f>vpµ{vm, 'Q
,
l UKVl\µoi.ui.v
\ ' " " ,€U1Tapayµevai.,
,
r. TOVt;
tJOUTpvx._ovi;
.,TJYOVT, raKal\V"f'Ht;
, \ ,I.. '"" l , avn
, ' o~, vµevai.wv
c
,
rtJOTJt;
a, 1
ef~pxov, wi; eii; 1TAo'ia 8euµlm /3{<!-,
,
'
',I..
~'
\
,
(.} ,
avn
UT€"f'€WV
0€ 1T€pL1T€1Tl\€yµevm tJPOXOV')
eiAKOVTO

8i.~yov ev 8p71vo'i.ui.v ~µ{pav yaµwv,

~871 TOV i-871v 1Tapa 1T08ai; r8ewµevoi.1.

ui.871po8euµo'i.ui.v 8€ 871p[wv Tpo1Tov,
.,
,,
'""1'
,I..\
,
TJYOVT avayKmt; Km ·KaT71u"f'aMuµeva1.
,
,
2
1T€oa1.u1.v appTJKTOl.ULV.
,~

Now if we consider this longer restored passage in relation to the text
that is operated on, it becomes perfectly clear that a metrical narrative
underlies the text of Thi"rd llfaccabees in this chapter. There will,
naturally, be some divergence in the work of restoration according to
the taste of the critical artist ; but the result will not vary widely from
Mr. T. R. Glover's suggestions which are involved in the foregoing.
The additions and modifications made in the text are slight. We are
able, at certain points, to correct misunderstandings on the part of the
Apocryphal writer, as, for example, when uKvAµol.i; has been read
as uKvµvor.i;, and so an expletive was required as to the heathen dogs
1
2

(if. Prom. Vinet., 6). civaryKat~ rniuo' EVE~eiryµat raA.a~.
(if. Prom. Vinet., 108). a'Oaµavrlvwv OEuµwv EV app~KTOt~ 7rEOat~.

The passage is interesting because Milton also imitated it : lu adamantine chains and penal fire
Who durst defy th' Omnipotent to arms.
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that tore the poor victims. (We note, however, that the cursive MSS.
show that uKv'Aµol.c; is probably the true reading, in which case the expletive has come in by another route: in any case, it does not belong
to the original document.) In certain cases, as in reading µ£ra/3a'Aovua1,
for µ£ra'Aa/3ovua1, we have the support of the cursive MSS., and so
acquire a better basis for intelligent restoration. When we have settled
the approximate metrical form from which the text of 111 Maccabees, verse 6, is derived, we conjecture, readily enough, that the
original dramatic sequence that has been utilised is a scene from the
capture of Troy, or some similar situation. Indeed, it must be Troy,
for we read almost immediately, that the wretched Jews were sent off
in ships, and the motive for this is plain enough historically. So we go
back to verse 2 and restore Tpwu1, for 'IovSa[oi~ ; the text tells us that
the Jews were to be sent off into banishment (d~ €ga1T'ouTo'A1}v): one
thinks at once of the Trojan women and the reason appears for the
introduction of the wailing women and brides, with their torn hair and
plucked off veils in the sixth verse. Let us see whether, from this
point of visual advantage, we can now, with Mr. Glover's aid, restore
the rest of the fourth verse. Here we may suggest as follows :-

wuTf Twv f.xOpwv nvl~
, ,,
, , ,,
, c '\ \
i
fv oµµauw T E)(OVTf~ fsal\l\OV~
Tvxa~
Kat T~V a817X.ov TOV /j[ov Karaurpocp~v
rvoovvu~l , fAfOV £Ixov, f.ga1T'OUTOArJV
rKAaiovTf~1 aVTWV SaKpvu1, T~V SvuaO>..wv.

r,

The fifth verse describes the fate of the hapless old men who are
hustled out of the city to the sea-shore, white-haired, bent double and
stumbling as they go. The text of 111 illaccabees at this point is
very uncertain, and the restoration is affected by the uncertainty : the
cursive MSS. do not come to our aid as clearly as in some other cases.
The following restoration suggests itself :-

ylpwv
.ryyfTO
Kal vwO poT17n Twv 7roSwv ::::: - I -- opµfi /jtata~ avaTp07T'~~ ai8ov~ 8[xa.

71'0At~ 1T'VKau0ft~ Kci1T'tKvcpo~

In all probability, then, verses 2-9 of the chapter before us are an
adaptation from a Greek play, dealing with the capture of Troy.
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In the fifth chapter we come to the supposed Phalaris fragment ;
whether we are right in the assumption of the existence of a Phalaris
tragedy or not, it is quite evident that the chapter is strewn with
metrical fragments, not necessarily the disjecta membra of a single
poet, for the author is constantly dropping into metre, or employing
half-disguised poetical language. We shall find, for instance, in the
sixth chapter, that the pious Jew Eleazer, in a prayer which is conventional in form and Hebrew in substance, cannot avoid the rhythm
of Greek poetry. He is in religion what "ancient Pistol" is in military
life : he will be metrical or nothing (one wonders what Pistol would
have perpetrated if he had prayed). Thus in VI. 12 we have an
actual trimeter,
c

0

,..,
'
~
,
.,
1Ta<rav
.a•\AKYJV
Kat,' OVVa<rT€1.aV
exwv

and in VI. 3 2 we easily restore
,

!'\

f3

,~,

,

aveAa ov <fOYJV 1TaTp1,ov

, ,. ,

a1,vovvre~

eeov, ·

A similar effect is produced in VII. 16,
1Taµµ{A.ea-1.v vµvot.~ euxapt.<rTOVVTf~ OefJ.

The manner of the artist is sufficiently disclosed.
Our chief interest, however, is with the fourth and fifth chapters,
where we have long tragic extracts recovered ; the fourth chapter has
been sufficiently explored ; we return to the fifth and to Phalaris. In
this chapter, Mr. A. B. Cook points out the following tragic phrases
that catch the eye.
V. 2. 8mfl1.A.la-1, SpaKea-1, (perhaps the original had the sing.
Sm/J,,A.eZ SpaKn ·1)
::: - I . . . 1Toµaro ~ dcp86v<t' xoPYJY"1
5. oi r' lt1.6vu~ Tas TaAat.rrwpwv xipa~ (may be accidental)
6. <rKf'TT'YJ~ lpYJµOt.
7. rov rravroKparopa Kup1.ov ::: - I - - (accidental?)

10.
) 1.

TOV~ UVYJAHt~

vm·ov µ{po~
lcrTnA.e 1Tpo~ rov {3aa-1."A.ia ::: - I -- 12.
I - - I Kat {3a8e'i KaTf.<rxiOYJ
13. wpav rrpO<rYJµavOe'i<rav - I
I- -

=-

1

=

=-

Clearly not an ordinary prose word, for it is explained by Hesychius
as Tij~ 7Tai\ctµ17r;, 'TTJ~ xetpo~,
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13 . . . . -

14. : : : 14. .:: -

I . . . - I TOV £VKaT<f•.'l\.'AaKTov I . . . I o'11'poc; Ta'Lc; K'A1}u£ow nrnyµhoc;
I . . . - I : : : a8p6ovc; KATJTOVc; i8wv

EVVgf.

20. ,,Y,v

<~Jl-OTT}Ta xdpoi/ EUXTJKWc; l<f>TJ (accidental ~)

• ... uvvaiveuavTEc;
,
, .,.
ELc; OLKOV
21 • oµ.ov

I ...

-

22. To 11-TJxavauOai Tote; Ta'Aamwpoic; I . . . 24. i}OpotuTo '11'poc; T~v - I . . . - I Oewp[av
26. .:: - I - ov1Tw S' 7,'Afov ::: - I ._ /3o'Aa'i KaTEu1TdpovTo KaL .:: - I . . . "Epµ.wv 1TapauTac; - I - - I ,,Y,v ;goSov
28. .:: - I - 1TavTa Seu1TonvovToc; Oeov
28. : : : - I - - I ::: 7rptv µ.eµ.T}xav'T}µ.ivov
30. :::: - I . . . - I .:: - I . . . 7TATJpwOe'ic; xo'Acp
30. Owv TTpovoi<f - I . . . - I .:: - I . . . 30. 8iauKESau8ai TTav To - I ::: - I . . . 31. The Phalaris passage, which Mr. Cook restores as follows :..
EL

"'

"'

+

,

,~

uoi yovELc; TTap'Y}uav TJ 7Tawwv yovac.
r-r}vS' ay piac.c; &.v Sm/11.'A.;; OoLVYJV yvcf..801.c;l
fUKEvau' avTL TWV avEyK'A'Y}Twv lµ.o[
'"'
,
,
,
,,
Kai. TOLUI. 7TpoyovoLc; a7TOOEOEL')'Jl-EVWV aEI.
TTlunv f31.{3ac.av lgoxwc; :::: - I . . . -

r

~~

and notes that aypiac.c; yvaOoLc; is found in lEsch., Prom. vinct.' 368
and Chceph., 280. 'O'AouxEP~ is evidently a late word which may
be discarded, and for the order of the words note that one cursive MS.
actually shows 1TLUTLv f31./3aiav TTiunv (sic). If the Phalaris origin
of the fragment were established, it might be proper to restore rov8£
in the second line, sc. Tov Tavpov.

32. a1TpouSoKTJTOV Ka7TLKtv8vvov I . . . -

33. Kat rep 7rpouw1T<p - I . . . - I uvvEuTaAT}
42. ::: - I . . . - I : : 87Jpiwv DKtuµ.l.vovc;
' V atvaTOV
.. IJ
• "' vaov
'
, TaXEL I . . . 43 . TO
TJJl-LV
EV
45. ::: - I . . . - I ::: TToµ.auiv EvwSEuTaroic;
47. :::: - I arpWT<fJ Kap Si<f TE KaL Kopatt;
49. .:: - I - - I .:: vuraTTJV {3fov pomjv
avro'Lc; EKdVTJV - I - - I ::: - I . . . 49. :::: - I le; oTKTO v Ka L y 6ovc; :: - I - I
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yoz.·e'i~

'TEKVOl.UI., fL"fJTEpe; VEcLVl.Ul.V
eupat. veoyva - I -- 1Tpo~ µa. u'TOV~ /3picp"f}
eAKovm - I .: : - I ~ n'Aevra'iov ya'Aa
51. .:::: - I -- 7]8"1/ 1Tp o~ 1Tv'Aa1.~ i8ov I -- The foregoing metrical fragments show conclusively that the author
of /II M accabees is familiar with the Greek tragic literature. Just
as in the previous chapter we can see one particular play upon which
he has been drawing. But this time it cannot be the Fall of Troy
that furnished the material : it appears to be, as we stated at the first,
a play in which Phalaris, or some similar tyrant, had the title-role,
unless we find it a more suitable hypothesis that there was reference to
Phalaris in some play which provoked the allusion.
Mr. Cook thinks it not impossible that lEschylus himself may be
the author of the missing play in the fifth chapter. He reminds me
that in 476 B.C., Hieron of Syracuse founded lEtna and invited
lEschylus over for the occasion. He went there and he wrote the
A irva'iat.. Mt. lEtna had recently been in eruytion and lEschylus
gleaned on the spot the details of his description in Prom. vinct., 351 ff.
Again, Hieron heard of lEschylus' success with the P ersians and
invited the poet for a second time to Sicily. He went over and per- ·
formed the play there between 472 and 468. Finally in 458 he left
Athens, and withdrew to Gela where he lived till his death in 456.
Cf Athen., 402 c. :-

. on 8€ .Aiuxv'Ao~ 8iarpilfia~ lv ~LKEAL<f 1ToA'Aa'i~
KEXP"f/TaL cpwv a'i~ ~LKEALKaL~ ov8€v Oavµaurov
Mr. Cook infers accordingly that lEschylus had every opportunity of
becoming familiar with the fame of Phalaris.
There will, perhaps, be objections raised to this. For example,
Ptolemy, posing as Phalaris, says in our recovered fragment that the
Jews (quaere originally Himeraeans or the like) had always been conspicuous for loyalty to himself and his f orbears. It does not appear
that Phalaris, according to the tradition, had any Sicilian forbears ;
perhaps, as a political adventurer, he had no predecessors at all. It
does not, however, follow that the literary Hellenists who discoursed of
Phalaris, or made him discourse of himself, took this view of his origin.
Lucian, for example, makes Phalaris address the people of Delphi 'as
one who belonged to the first families of Agrigentum, in which case a
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reference to his predecessors would 1 be"A quite in order. There is no
need to decide the point of Phalaris' ancestors prematurely ; in any
case they are literary creations.
When we turn to the seventh chapter we find Ptolemy producing
a rescript in the conventional manner on behalf of the Jews. He
cannot, however, keep his hand off the poetry which he has worked
over c. 4 and c. 5. The enemies of the Jews have dragged them down
in bonds, pulling them by the hair, as if they were slaves ( oi KaL
~
,
'
' J-LETa' UKVl\fLWV
'\
' avopaTTooa
~
, ~ );
oeuµr.ovc;
Karayayovrec;
avrovs
ws
the passage shows that we were right in reading ul<VAµor.c; agamst the
uncial MSS. In the next verse Ptolemy dismisses the persecutors of
the Jews with their bare lives ; µ6yr.c; TO 'fiv avTOLt; xapr.,6µ.evor.
which is an echo of 'fiv aVTL TOVTWV lurep-r}8'1}S av or some similar
arrangement of the previous text (e.g. UV y' avrl TOVTWV luTep-r}(}71s av
/3fov). In the seventh verse he speaks of the constant goodwill of the
Jews towards himself and his ancestors:-

.

.

nfv re rov </>tAov ~v lxovuLv /3£/3a[av Trpos ~µas
'
'
r
""'
•
Kar.' rovs
7rpoyovovs
'T}J-LWV
evvor.av,

which is again an adaptation of the versified story in c. V. So we see
that the metrical section on Phalaris was a sort of piece de resistance
to the author of 111 M accabees.
At this point another difficulty emerges ; we have pointed out that
in two of Mr. Glover's cases of metrical fragment the text has been
influenced by the Prometheus Vinctus ; and when we examine
more closely the lines to which we have attached the name of Phalaris,
we find that the versifier, whoever he was, has been imitating the
H ecu.ba of Euripides. Compare the sentence
, ~ (}
'
,
•
,
• + ~ .1, \ ""' (} ,
T7JVOE
7Jp<nv
aypLor.s
EUKEvau
av oa't'tl\'1} or.vav

with
eor.vav ayp[wv n()£µevos (}71pwv
Eur., Hee., 1073.

and the dependence of the former on the latter will be evident. This
appears definitely to negative the idea that the Phalaris fragment can
be due to JEschylus, as Mr. Cook suggested, unless it should be maintained that Euripides, whose diction is often lE.schylean, got the
phraseology of H ee, 1073 from JEschylus. It is the work of a
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centoist, probably of the Hellenistic age.
This does not mean
that the fragment with which we started our inquiry may not belong
to a Phalaris drama ; only if it does, it is a late drama belonging to
an artificial school.
Reviewing the preceding arguments, we may claim 1that a number
of fragments from Greek tragic literature are embedded in the Third
Book of Maccabees. Of these, the principal are a fragment dealing
with the Fall of Troy and another fragment dealing with the Tyranny
of Phalaris. There are also traces of the ~use of the Prometheus
Vi'nctus and the Hecuba.

